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Abstract

In this paper, we investigate incentive aspects of a general price-setting equilibrium principle in

production economies with increasing returns or more general types of non-convexities. We do so

by introducing the notion of generalized mechanism. We allow preferences and individual

endowments to be unknown to the planner. We present a simple generalized mechanism whose

social equilibrium allocations coincide with pricing equilibrium allocations. The pricing

equilibrium solutions are very general and include marginal pricing equilibrium, loss-free pricing

equilibrium, average pricing equilibrium, and voluntary trading equilibrium as special cases. When

a pricing equilibrium principle yields Pareto efficient allocations, the mechanism doubly

implements the pricing equilibrium correspondence in social and strong social equilibria.

Furthermore, the mechanisms work not only for three or more agents, but also for two-agent

economies.
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1. Introduction

This paper studies the problem of incentive mechanism design for a general price-

setting equilibrium principle in economies with increasing returns to scale or more general

types of non-convexities. For the general equilibrium approach to allocations of private

goods, the most commonly used equilibrium notion is the Walrasian equilibrium principle

which is a general equilibrium concept for private-ownership institutions. Since the

Walrasian mechanism, in general, is not incentive-compatible even for classical economic

environments when the number of agents is finite, many incentive mechanisms have been

proposed to implement Walrasian allocations at Nash equilibrium and/or strong Nash

equilibrium points such as those in Hurwicz (1979), Schmeidler (1980), Hurwicz et al.

(1995), Postlewaite and Wettstein (1989), Tian (1989, 1992, 1996, 1999), Hong (1995),

and Peleg (1996) among others.

For the general variable returns case, however, the Walrasian equilibrium principle may

have a problem of failure. It is well known that firms’ profit maximizing behavior is

inconsistent with the existence of competitive equilibrium in an economy with increasing

returns to scale or non-convex technologies. The Walrasian equilibrium principle assumes

that production takes place at a price-taking, profit-maximizing point. This precludes the

existence of an equilibrium if increasing returns to scale (IRS) are present. Thus, the

standard behavioral assumption of profit maximization may be inapplicable in the

presence of increasing returns to scale.

To overcome this defect of theWalrasian equilibrium principle, one has to consider

alternative solution rules about firms’ behavior that can incorporate increasing returns into

the setting. One needs to seek alternative mechanisms in the framework that have the

generality of the Walrasian model, but in which no convexity assumption is made

regarding the individual or the aggregate production sets. Several such solution concepts

for economies with increasing returns or more general types of non-convexities have been

proposed in literature. In these solution principles, non-convex firms are assumed to

follow a pricing rule, while the convex firms may or may not behave competitively. One

does not need to distinguish in a priori the convex firms from the non-convex ones or the

price-taking firms from the price-setting ones. The economic environment is one in which

firms with non-convex production sets, perhaps as a result of regulation, follow pricing

rules which do not necessarily guarantee maximum profits. The profit may be distributed

among the consumers according to exogenously given rules, as in the Arrow-Debreu

model. The pricing equilibrium notion is not radically different from the Walrasian

equilibrium solution. In fact, it coincides with the Walrasian equilibrium notion in the case

of convex economies under the marginal pricing rule. With the pricing equilibrium notion,

all firms are assumed to follow a prespecified pricing rule when the self-interested

behavior of consumers are still described by utility maximization and the market clearing

condition is satisfied. If firms adopt price setting behaviors, i.e., if they follow pricing rules

which are mappings from the boundaries of their production sets to the price simplex, then

under certain assumptions, there exists a price-setting equilibrium even in an economy

with non-convex technologies, in the sense that (i) consumers maximize their utilities

subject to their budget constrains, (ii) all firms set the same prices, and (iii) all markets

clear.
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Each firm follows a general pricing rule which may be profit maximizing, marginal,

or average cost pricing. The two rules of behavior that are considered most often are

marginal and average cost pricing rules. The marginal cost pricing doctrine was

elaborated in the 1930s and 1940s by Allais, Hotelling, Lange, Lerner, Pigou, etc. The

most common justification of marginal cost pricing is that a suitable price system and

distribution of income allow the decentralization of every Pareto optimal allocation

when each producer is instructed to follow the marginal cost pricing rule. The existence

of marginal cost pricing equilibria was first studied by Beato (1982) and Mantel

(1979), then Beato and Mas-Colell (1985), Bonnisseau and Cornet (1990), Brown and

Heal (1982), Brown et al. (1986), and Cornet (1989). The existence of pricing

equilibria under other pricing rules, such as the average cost pricing rule has been

studied by Brown and Heal (1983, 1985), Dicker et al. (1985), MacKinnon (1979) and

Reichert (1986). The existence of a general pricing rule which includes the marginal

pricing equilibrium, average rule, and loss-free pricing rule as special cases can be

found in Beato (1982), Brown and Heal (1982), Cornet (1988, 1989), Bonnisseau

(1988), Bonnisseau and Cornet (1988), Kamiya (1988), Vohra (1988), and Quinzii

(1991, 1992).

However, all the studies mainly concerned with welfare properties and the existence

and uniqueness of pricing equilibrium, but incentive aspects of the pricing equilibrium

principle were neglected. In fact the incentive problem in the presence of non-convexities

in production is more severe than one in conventional convex economies (because of the

failure of markets). The non-convex firms can be thought of as privately owned public

utilities, which are regulated (cf. Brown and Heal, 1983, 1985). Any pricing rule imposed

by a regulator then should be incentive compatible. One needs to design mechanisms

which implement pricing equilibrium allocations under solution concepts of self-interested

behavior of individuals, such as Nash equilibrium strategy. Thus, an important question is

whether or not one can design an incentive mechanism that implements a proposed pricing

equilibrium rule for non-convex production technologies. This paper attempts to fill this

gap.

This paper deals with the problem of the incentive mechanism design for production

economies with non-convexities in production technologies. We do so by investigating

the incentive aspect of a general price setting solution for general non-convex

economies and by introducing the notion of a generalized mechanism in which one

agent’s feasible message domain depends on the other agents’ choices. We allow

preferences and individual endowments to be unknown to the planner. We propose a

generalized mechanism which implements a general pricing equilibrium rule in social

equilibrium. When a pricing rule results in Pareto efficient allocations, this mechanism

in fact doubly implements price equilibrium allocation in social and strong social

equilibria. That is, in the mechanism not only social equilibrium allocations, but also

strong social equilibrium allocations coincide with pricing equilibrium allocations. By

double implementation, the solution can cover the situation where agents in coalitions

may cooperate and those in other coalitions may not. Thus, the designer does not need

to know which coalitions are permissible and, consequently, it allows the possibility for

agents to manipulate coalition patterns. Notice that, since the profit maximizing rule is

a special case of the general pricing equilibrium principle, this mechanism doubly
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implements Walrasian allocations in social and strong social equilibria for convex

production economies.

The notion of a generalized mechanism is best used for considering implementation of

a social choice rule. There are two technical difficulties in using the conventional

mechanism approach to consider the implementation problem for non-convex production

technologies when one wants to use a well-behaved mechanism that has a finite-

dimensional message space. First, in order to have a feasible and continuous mechanism

for the case of convex economies, the existing approach constructs a feasible and

continuous allocation correspondence with nonempty, closed, and convex values. The

allocation outcome at a message is then chosen from the resulting feasible set so that it is

closest to the allocation proposed by individual agents. The outcome function is thus

single-valued, continuous, and feasible. Such a projecting approach has been used by

Postlewaite and Wettstein (1989), Tian (1989, 1992, 1996, 1999), Hong (1995), and Peleg

(1996) among others to obtain the continuous and feasible mechanisms. When production

sets are non-convex, however, the feasible correspondence is not convex-valued, and a

single-valued and continuous mechanism cannot be obtained. Therefore, the approach may

not, in general, be applied to the case of non-convex economies.

Secondly, even when one can have a feasible and continuous mechanism for convex

economies by using the approach of constructing the feasible correspondence, the resulting

mechanism generally is not forthright. Forthrightness requires that, in equilibrium, each

agent receives what she has announced as her own consumption bundle, and produces

what she has proposed. If a mechanism satisfies forthrightness, then it is easy to compute

the equilibrium outcome. This is why the existing feasible and continuous mechanisms

mentioned above do not satisfy the forthrightness property.

These two technical problems have led us to adopt the generalized mechanism

approach. By using a generalized mechanism, the designer constructs a feasible message

set for each agent, which depends on the other agents’ messages. The agents are then

asked to report consumption bundles and production plans from the feasible sets of agents,

but not from the whole message space. Thus, from the very beginning, one eliminates

those unrealistic and/or unfeasible outcomes so that the mechanism becomes simpler, and

more intuitive, and also the equilibrium becomes easier to compute. For instance, no

projection mapping is needed since agents are required to report messages from feasible

sets. Such a generalized mechanism can be particularly useful for non-convex production

economies. Furthermore, it may have many desirable properties such as forthrightness,

continuity, and feasibility.

The mechanism proposed in the paper has many desired properties. It is feasible with

respect to the feasible choice subset of the message space, and forthright, and thus is a

natural mechanism using the terminology of Saijo et al. (1996). Additionally, the

mechanism is continuous, is a market type mechanism, uses a finite-dimensional message

space, and works not only for three or more agents, but also for two-agent economies. This

means it is a unified mechanism irrespective of the number of agents. The modified

mechanism does not use the projection approach to determine consumption allocations,

the resulting allocation is no longer a rationing scheme. A generalized mechanism, but not

a conventional mechanism, should be used when one considers implementation issues by a

well-behaved mechanism and/or for economies with non-convex production technologies.
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This is somewhat similar to the case of studying the existence of competitive equilibrium

in the general equilibrium literature, in which the generalized game approach, but not the

conventional game approach, has been used to prove the existence of Walrasian

equilibrium.

The remainder of this paper is as follows. Section 2 sets up a general model and

states the notion of pricing equilibrium, notation, and definitions used for mechanism

design. Section 3 gives a mechanism which has the desirable properties mentioned above

when preferences and individual endowments are unknown to the designer, but production

possibility sets are known. We then prove that this mechanism implements pricing

equilibrium allocations in social equilibrium. Concluding remarks are presented in

Section 4.
2. The model

2.1. Economic environments

We consider production economies in which there are nR2 consumers, J firms, and L

commodities.1 Let N={1, 2,. . ., n} denote the set of consumers. Production technologies

of firms are denoted by Y1; N ;Y j; N ;YJ. We assume that, for j=1,. . ., J, Y j is closed,

contains 0 (possibility of inaction), and YJ � R
L
þoY j (free-disposal). Thus, BY j, the

boundary of the production set Y j, is exactly the set of (weakly) efficient production plans

of the jth producer, that is,

BY j ¼
�
yjaY j : ZyjVaY j; yjVNyj

�
:

Each agent’s characteristic is denoted by ei=(Ci, wi, Ri), where Ci ¼ R
L
þ is the

consumption set, wi aR
L
þþ is the true initial endowment vector of commodities, and Ri is

the preference ordering defined on R
L
þ. Let Pi denote the asymmetric part of Ri (i.e., aPib

if and only if aRib, but not bRia). We assume that Ri is continuous and convex on R
L
þ, and

strictly monotonically increasing on R
L
þþ.

2

An economy is the full vector e ¼ ðe1; N ; en;Y1; N ;YJ Þ and the set of all such

economies is denoted by E.

An allocation of the economy e is a vector x1; N ; xn; y1; N ; yJð ÞaR
L nþJð Þ such that: (1)

x : ¼ x1; N ; xnð ÞaR
nL
þ and (2) yjaY j for j=1, J. Denote y=( y1,. . ., yJ).

An allocation (x,y) is feasible if

Xn
i¼1

xi Q
Xn
i¼1

wi þ
XJ
j¼1

yj: ð1Þ
As usual, vector inequalities are defined as follows: let a, baR
m. Then aRb means asRbs for all s=1,. . ., m;

zb means aRb but apb; aNb means asNbs for all s=1,. . ., m.
1

a

2 Ri is convex if, for bundles a and b, aPib implies ka+(1-k)bPib for all 0bkQ1. Note that the term convex is

defined as in Debreu (1959), not as in some recent textbooks.
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Denote the aggregate endowment, consumption and production by ŵw ¼
Pn

i¼1 wi; x̂x ¼Pn
i¼1 xi; ŷy ¼

PJ
j¼1 yj, respectively.

3 Then the feasibility condition can be written as

x̂xQŵw þ ŷy:

An allocation (x, y) is Pareto-optimal with respect to the preference profile

R=(R1,. . ., Rn) if it is feasible and there is no other feasible allocation (xV, yV) such that

xiVPi xi for all iaN.

2.2. Pricing equilibrium allocation

Let DL�1
þ ¼

�
taR

n
þ :

PL
i¼1 ti ¼ 1

�
be the L�1 dimensional unit simplex.

The behavior of the jth producer is described by its supply correspondence, gj,
which associates with each normalized price vector in paD+

L�1, a subset of gj( p). The
production equilibrium condition of the jth producer at the pairðyj; pÞaBY j � DL�1

þ is

defined by yagj( p). Since gj( p) is in general not convex in the presence of increasing

returns, there is an alternative approach to describe the behavior of production with the

notion of a pricing rule which is the inverse correspondence of gj. In the absence of

convexity assumptions, a pricing rule correspondence may satisfy continuity and

convex valuedness properties even when the supply correspondence does not. This is

the main reason why most papers on the existence of equilibrium for economies with

non-convex production technologies the notion of a pricing rule even though they are

equivalent.

A pricing rule for firm j is a correspondence /j : BY jYYDL�1
þ defined by /j( yj)=

{ paD+
L�1: yjagj( p)}. We assume that /j has a closed graph and that, for

all yjaBY j;/jðyjÞ, is a closed convex cone of vertex 0. The jth firm is said to follow

the pricing rule /j at the pair of a price vector paD+
L�1 and an efficient production

plan yjaBY j if pa/jðyjÞ. Such ( p, yj) is then called a production equilibrium. Denoted

by PE ¼
�

p; yð ÞaDL�1
þ �jJ

j¼1BY j : pa \ J
j¼1 / yj

� ��
the set of all such production

equilibria of economy e.

It may be remarked that the above general notion of the supply correspondence or the

pricing rule contains the following rules as special cases.

(1) The profit maximizing rule: gj pð Þ ¼ fyjaY j : pd yjRpd yjV for all yjVaY jg.
(2) The marginal pricing rule: MCj( yj)=NYj

( yj) where NYj
( yj) is Clarke’s normal cone to

Y j which is a generalization of the notion of the marginal rate of transformation for the

producer in the absence of smoothness and convexity assumptions (cf. Clark, 1975).

(3) The average pricing rule: ACjðyjÞ ¼ fpaR
L
þ : pd yj ¼ 0g.

(4) The voluntary trading pricing rule: VTjðyjÞ ¼
�
paR

L
þ : pd yjRpd yjVfor all yjaY j

such that yjVQyjþ
�
,where yj+=max{0, yj}. Note that the voluntary trading rule

implies, in particular, cost minimization.

(5) The loss-free pricing rule: LFjðyjÞ ¼
�
paR

L
þ : pa/jðyjÞ implies pd yjR0

�
.

3For notational convenience, "â" will be used throughout the paper to denote the sum of vectors ai, i.e., ã:=
P

al.
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The ith consumer’s wealth function is denoted by ri : R
L
þ � R

L
þ �jJ

j¼1BY jYRþþ.
This abstract wealth structure clearly encompasses the case of a private ownership

economy for which riðwi; p; y1; N ; yJ Þ ¼ pd wi þ
Pn

i¼1 hijpd yj, where hijaRþ are the

profit shares of private firms j, j=1,. . ., J, satisfying
Pn

i¼1 hij ¼ 1. It is assumed that

ri : R
L
þ � R

L
þ �jJ

j¼1BY jYRþþ is increasing in wi, continuous,
Pn

i¼1 riðwi; p; yÞ ¼Pn
i¼1 riðwi; p; y1; N ; yJ Þ¼ pd ð

Pf
j¼1 yj þ

Pn
i¼1 wiÞ; riðwi; tp; y1; N ; yJ Þ ¼ triðwi; p; y1; N ; yJ Þ

for all p; yð ÞaR
L
þ �jJ

j¼1BY j; pd ð
Pf

j¼1 yj þ
Pn

i¼1 wiÞN0 for ( p, y)aPE, and pd

ð
Pf

j¼1 yj þ
Pn

i¼1 wiÞN0 implies that ri(wi, p, y1,. . ., yJ)N0.

A pricing equilibrium of the whole economy is a list of consumption plans (xi*), a list of

production plans ( yj*), and a price vector p* such that (a) every consumer maximizes his

preferences subject to his budget constraint, (b) every firm follows his pricing rule, i.e.,

p*a/j( yj*) for all j=1,. . ., J, and (c) the excess demand over supply is zero. The nature of

the equilibrium (b) is the main difference to the Walrasian model. Formally, we have the

following definition.

An allocation z* ¼ x*; y*ð Þ ¼ ðx1*; x2*; N ; xn*; y1*; y2*; N ; y*J ÞaR
nL
þ � Y is a pricing equi-

librium allocation for an economy e if it is feasible and there is a price vector p*aR
L
þ such

that

(1) p*d xi*Q ri(wi, p*,y*) for all iaN;

(2) for all iaN, xiPi xi* implies p*d xiNri(wi, p*, y*); and

(3) y1*aBY j and p*a/j( yj*) for j=1,. . ., J.

Let PR(e) denote the set of all such allocations.

The detailed discussions on the settings of the model in economies with increasing

returns and the existence of pricing equilibrium for the general setting can be found

in Beato (1982), Brown and Heal (1982), Cornet (1988, 1989), Bonnisseau (1988),

Bonnisseau and Cornet (1988), Kamiya (1988), Vohra (1988), and Quinzii (1991,

1992).

An advantage of the notion of pricing equilibrium is that it is quite flexible in allowing

prices or quantities to be exogenous variables or endogenous variables. It allows price-

taking behavior, such as in the Walrasian model. It also allows price-setting behavior such

as the models of Dicker et al. (1985).

In this paper, we consider implementation of pricing equilibrium allocations by

designing a feasible and continuous mechanism which implements the above pricing

equilibrium allocations. In doing so, we need make the following indispensable

assumption.

Assumption 1. (Interiority of preferences): For all iaN, xiPi xiV for all xiaR
L
þþ, and for all

xiVaBR
L
þ where BR

L
þ is the boundary of RL

þ.

Remark 1. Assumption 1 cannot be dispensed. Like the Walrasian correspondence, one

can show that the pricing equilibrium correspondence violates Maskin’s (1999)

monotonicity condition on the boundary of the consumption space, and thus it cannot

be Nash implemented by an individually feasible and balanced mechanism. However, by

changing Condition 2 in the pricing equilibrium allocation to the following condition:

Condition (2V): for all iaN , xiPi xi* implies either p*d xiNri(wi , p*, y*) or
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xiN
Pn

i¼1 wi þ
Pn

j¼1 yj*;we can modify the pricing equilibrium principle to the constrained

pricing equilibrium principle. Now the constrained pricing equilibrium correspondence

satisfies Maskin’s monotonicity condition, and in fact, it can be shown that the mechanism

presented below implements constrained pricing allocations in social equilibrium without

Assumption 1. It is clear that every pricing equilibrium allocation is a constrained pricing

equilibrium allocation, and the reverse may not be true. However, it can be proven that the

constrained pricing equilibrium correspondence coincides with the pricing equilibrium

correspondence for interior allocations.

Remark 2. The family of Cobb-Douglas utility functions satisfies Assumption 1.

2.3. Mechanism

Let Mi denote the ith agent’s message domain. Its elements are written as mi and are

called messages. Let M ¼ jn
i¼1Mi denote the message space. Denoted by h : MYR

L nþJð Þ
þ

the outcome function, or more explicitly, h(m)=(X1(m),. . ., Xn(m), Y1(m),. . ., YJ(m)). Then

the mechanism consists of hM, hi which is defined on E.

A message m*=(m1*,. . ., mn*)aM is said to be a Nash equilibrium of the mechanism

hM, hi for an economy e if, for all iaN and miaMi,

Xi m4ð ÞRiXiðmi;m�i4 Þ; ð2Þ

where (mi, m�i* )=(m1*,. . ., mi�1* , mi, mi+1* ,. . ., mn*). h(m*) is then called a Nash

(equilibrium) allocation of the mechanism for the economy e. Denoted by VM,h(e) the

set of all such Nash equilibria and by NM,h(e) the set of all such Nash equilibrium

allocations.

A mechanism hM, hi is said to Nash-implement pricing equilibrium allocations on E, if,

for all eaE, NM,h(e)=PR(e).

A coalition C is a nonempty subset of N.

A message m*=(m1*,. . ., mn*)aM is said to be a strong Nash equilibrium of the

mechanism hM, hi for an economy e if there does not exist any coalition C and

mCaCiaCMi such that for all iaC,

XiðmC;m�C4 ÞPi Xi m4ð Þ ð3Þ

h(m*) is then called a strong Nash (equilibrium) allocation of the mechanism for the

economy e. Denoted by SVM,h(e) the set of all such strong Nash equilibria and by SNM,h

(e) the set of all such strong Nash equilibrium allocations.

A mechanism hM, hi is said to doubly implement pricing equilibrium allocations on E,

if, for all eaE, SNM,h(e)=NM,h(e)=PR(e).

A mechanism hM, hi is said to be continuous, if the outcome function h is continuous

on M.

In some cases, an agent’s strategy domain may depend on the other agents’ choices.

The resulting mechanism (game form) is thus similar to the so-called abstract economies

or generalized games studied by Debreu (1952) and Shafer and Sonnenschein (1975). This

kind of mechanism design problem is also similar to the implementation problem when
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partial verification of private information is possible, which was studied by Green and

Laffont (1986). Partial verification occurs when the message space is a correspondence

that varies with economic environments. We will call this type of mechanism a generalized

mechanism, and like Debreu (1952) call resulting equilibrium a social equilibrium. In what

follows, we will first give the general definition of generalized mechanism and related

equilibrium concepts. We then present a specified generalized mechanism which doubly

implements equilibrium allocations.

Given a message space M, the choice of messages of agent i is restricted to a subset

Gi(m)oMi, called the feasible strategy set; each agent i chooses miaGi(m) so as to

maximize preferences. Denoted G:MY2M by G(m)=CiaNGi(m). The generalized

mechanism is defined by hM, G, hi. Note that, if Gi(m)=Mi for all miaMi and iaN,

the generalized mechanism reduces to the conventional mechanism defined in Section 2.

A message m*=(m1*,. . ., mn*)aM is said to be a social equilibrium of the generalized

mechanism hM, G, hi for an economy e if, (1) m*aG(m*) and (2) for all iaN and all

miaGi(m*),

Xi m4ð ÞRiXiðmi;m�14 Þ: ð4Þ

Denoted by SEM,h(e) the set of all such social equilibria and by SEAM,h(e) the set of all

such social equilibrium allocations.

A message m*=(m1*,. . ., mn*)aM is said to be a strong social equilibrium of the

generalized mechanism hM, G, hi for an economy e if, (1) m*aG(m*) and (2) there does

not exist any coalition C and mCaCiaCGi(m*) such that for all iaC,

XiðmC;m�C4 ÞPiXi m4ð Þ: ð5Þ

Denoted by SSEM,h(e) the set of all such strong social equilibria and by SSEAM,h(e) the

set of all such strong social equilibrium allocations.

A generalized mechanism hM, G, hi is said to doubly implement pricing equilibrium

allocations in social and strong social equilibria on E, if, for all eaE, SSEAM,h(e)=

SEAM,h(e)=PR(e).

A mechanism hM, hi is said to be feasible with respect to the feasible set G(M),

if, for all maG(M), (1) X mð ÞaR
nL
þ , (2) Yj mð ÞaY j for j=1,. . ., J , and (3)Pn

i¼1 Xi mð ÞQ
Pn

i¼1 wi þ
PJ

j¼1 Yj mð Þ, where, G Mð Þ ¼ jn
i¼1Gi Mð Þ with G i (M )=

{miaMi: am�iaM�i s.t. miaGi(m)}.
3. Implementation of pricing equilibrium allocations

3.1. The description of the generalized mechanism

In the following, we will present a feasible and continuous mechanism which

implements pricing equilibrium allocations in social equilibrium, and further doubly

implements pricing equilibrium allocations in social and strong social equilibria when they

are Pareto efficient. It is well known by now that, to have feasible implementation, the

designer has to know some information about individual endowments. That is, we have to

require that an agent cannot overstate his own endowment although he can understate his
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endowment. This requirement is necessary to guarantee the feasibility even at

disequilibrium points. The intuition here is straightforward: if a mechanism allows agents

to overstate their endowments, then it allows for infeasible outcomes—it will sometimes

attempt to allocate more than possible, given the true aggregate endowment. Note that,

when goods are physical goods, this requirement can be guaranteed by asking agents to

exhibit their reported endowments to the designer.

The message space of the mechanism is defined as follows. For each iaN, let the

message domain of agent i be of the form

Mi ¼
�
0;wi

�
� PE � R

L
þ � Rþþ � 0; 1ð �: ð6Þ

A generic element of Mi is mi=(vi, pi, yi1,. . ., yiJ, zi, ci, gi) whose components have the

following interpretations. The component vi denotes a profession of agent i’s endowment,

the inequality 0bviQwi means that the agent cannot overstate his own endowment; on the

other hand, the endowment can be understated, but the claimed endowment vi must be

positive. The component ( pi, yi)aPE is the profile of agent i’s proposed production

equilibria, which is used to determine the wealth of agent i�1, where i�1 is read to be n

when i=1. The component zi is a consumption proposed by agent i. The component ci is a
shrinking index of agent i used to shrink the consumption of other agents. The component

ci is the penalty index of agent i for avoiding some undesirable social equilibria.

We point out that we need to impose some restrictions on choices of pi, yi, and zi.

We require that, for each i, ( pi, yi)aPE(m) with yi being a feasible production plan, and

zi is a feasible consumption bundle that satisfies the proposed budget constraint and the

proposed total supply constraint. Thus, for each agent i, the feasible choice set Gi(m) is

defined by

Gi mð Þ ¼ 0;wið � � PE mð Þ � Bi mð Þ � Rþþ � 0; 1ð �; ð7Þ

where the feasible production equilibrium set PE(m) is defined by

PE mð Þ ¼
�

p; yð ÞaPE :
Xn
i¼1

vi þ y1N0

	
ð8Þ

and the feasible consumption set Bi(m) is defined by

Bi mð Þ ¼
�
xi aR

L
þ : piþ1d xiQriðvi; piþ1; yiþ1Þ& xiQ

Xn
i¼1

vi þ y1

	
ð9Þ

which is clearly nonempty for all maG(M).

Before we formally define the outcome function of the mechanism, we give a brief

description and explain why the generalized mechanism works. For each announced

message maM, the designer first determine the production outcome Y(m) that is proposed

by a designated consumer, say consumer 1. The production level used to determine the

wealth of consumer i and the price vector facing each consumer i are determined by the

production plan and the price level proposed by consumer i+1 so that each individual takes

his wealth and prices as given and cannot change them by changing his own messages. A

preliminary consumption outcome xi(m) is determined by the product of what he/she
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announces and a penalty multiplier that gives an incentive for all agents to announce the

same production plan and price vector when maG(M), and zero otherwise (see Eq. (13)

below). To obtain the feasible consumption outcome X(m), we need to shrink the

preliminary outcome consumption xi(m) in some way that will be specified below. We will

show that the generalized mechanism constructed in such a way will have the properties

we desire. In addition, at equilibrium, all consumers unanimously agree on a production

plan and maximize their preferences, all firms are at equilibrium, and all individuals take

the prices of goods as given. The generalized mechanism will be shown to implement

pricing equilibrium allocations.

Now we formally present the outcome function of the mechanism. Define the feasible

production outcome to be the production plan proposed by any agent, say agent 1’s

proposed efficient production plan. That is, define the feasible production outcome

function Y : MYR
LJ
þþ by

Y mð Þ ¼ y1: ð10Þ

To determine each agent’s wealth at m that is independent of his own proposed

production profile, define agent i’s production profile outcome function Yi : MYR
JL by

Yi mð Þ ¼ yiþ1 ð11Þ

and define agent i’s proposed price vector pi : G Mð ÞYR
JL
þþ by

pi mð Þ ¼ piþ1; ð12Þ

where n+1 is to be read as 1.

Agent i’s wealth at m is given by ri(vi, pi(m), Yi(m)). Note that although Y(d ),

Yi(d ), and pi(d ) are functions of the proposed production plan and price vector

announced by an agent only, for simplicity, we write Y(d ), Yi(d ), and pi(d ) as

functions of m without loss of generality. Also notice that every individual takes prices

of goods as given.

Define agent i’s preliminary consumption outcome function xi : MYR
L
þ by

xi mð Þ ¼
�

1
1þgiðjjyi�yiþ1jjþjjpi�piþ1jjÞ zi if maG Mð Þ
0 otherwise

;

Define the c-correspondence A : MY2Rþ by

A mð Þ ¼
�

caRþ : cciV18iaN & c
Xn
i¼1

cixi mð ÞQv̂v þ ŶY mð Þ
	
: ð13Þ

Let c̄ (m) be the largest element of A(m), i.e., c̄ (m)aA(m) and c̄ (m)zc for all caA(m).

Finally, define agent i’s outcome function for consumption goods Xi : MYR
L
þ by

Xi mð Þ ¼ c̄ðmÞcixi mð Þ; ð14Þ

which is agent i’s consumption resulting from the strategic configuration m.

Thus the outcome function (X(m), Y(m)) is continuous on m and feasible on G(M).
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Remark 3. The mechanism works not only for three or more agents, but also for a two-

agent world.

3.2. Implementation result

The remainder of this section is devoted to proving the following theorem.

Theorem 1. For the class of production economic environments E, specified in Section 2,

if the following assumptions are satisfied:

(1) wiN0 for all iaN;

(2) For each iaN, preference orderings, Ri, are continuous and convex on R
L
þ, strictly

increasing on R
L
þþ, and satisfy the Interiority Condition of Preferences;

(3) For each j=1,. . ., J, the production set Y j is nonempty, closed, and 0aY j.

(4) The wealth function ri : R
L
þ � R

L
þ �jJ

j¼1BY jYRþþ is increasing in wi, continuous,Pn
i¼1 ri wi; p; yð Þ ¼ pd ð

Pf
j¼1 yj þ

Pn
i¼1 wiÞ, ri(wi,tp, y1,. . ., yJ)=tri(wi,p, y1,. . ., yJ)

for all p; yð ÞaR
L
þ �jJ

j¼1BY j, and ri(wi, p, y1,. . ., yJ)N0 for all (p, y)aPE,

then the above defined mechanism, which is continuous, feasible, and forthright, and uses

a finite-dimensional message space, implements pricing equilibrium allocations on E in

social equilibrium. Furthermore, it doubly implements pricing equilibrium allocations in

social and strong social equilibria on E when pricing equilibrium allocations are also

Pareto efficient.

Proof. The proof of Theorem 1 consists of the following three propositions which show

the equivalence among social equilibrium allocations, strong social equilibrium

allocations, and pricing equilibrium allocations. Proposition 1 below proves that every

social equilibrium allocation is a pricing equilibrium allocation. Proposition 2 below

proves that every pricing equilibrium allocation is a social equilibrium allocation.

Proposition 3 below proves that every social equilibrium allocation is a strong social

equilibrium allocation when the pricing equilibrium allocations are also Pareto efficient.

To show these propositions, we first prove the following lemmas.

Lemma 1. Suppose xi(m)Pixi. Then agent i can choose a very large ci such that

Xi(m)Pixi.

Proof. If agent i declares a large enough ci, then c̄(m) becomes very small

(since c̄(m)ciQ1) and thus almost nullifies the effect of other agents in c̄ mÞ�ðPn
i¼1 cixi mð ÞQ

Pn
i¼1 vi þ

PJ
j¼1 Yj mð Þ. Thus, Xi(m)=c̄ (m)cixi(m) can arbitrarily approach

to xi(m) as agent i wishes. From xi(m)Pixi and continuity of preferences, we haveXi(m)Pixi if

agent i chooses a very large ci. 5

Lemma 2. If m*aSEM,h(e), then X m*ð ÞaR
nL
þþ.

Proof. We argue by contradiction. Suppose X m*ð ÞaBR
nL
þ . Then there is some iaN such

that Xi m*ð ÞaBR
L
þ. Since ri(vi*, pi(m*), Yi(m*))N0 by assumption and

Pn
i¼1 v i*þ

PJ
j¼1

Yj m*ð ÞN0 by construction, then there is some xiaR
L
þþ such that pi(m*)d xiQri(vi*, pi(m*),

Yi(m*)), xib
Pn

i¼1 vi*þ
PJ

j¼1 Yj m*ð Þ, and xiPiXi(m*) by interiority of preferences. Then
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xiaBi(mi , m�i* ). Now suppose that agent i chooses zi=xi , ciNci*, and keeps

other components of the message unchanged. We have miaGi(mi , m�i* ) and

xiðmi;m�i* Þ ¼
1

1þgi*ðjjpi�piþ1* jjþjjyi�yiþ1* jjÞxiN0. Then, we have xi(mi, m�i* )PiXi(m*) by interior-

ity of preferences. Therefore, by Lemma 1, Xi(mi, m�i* )PiXi(m*) if agent i chooses a very

large ci. This contradicts m*aSVM,h(e) and thus we must have Xi m*ð ÞaR
L
þþ for all

iaN. 5

Lemma 3. If m* is a social equilibrium, then p1*=p2*=. . .=pn*, and y1*=y2*=. . .=yn*.
Consequently, p1(m*)=p2(m*)=. . .=pn(m*)wp(m*), and Y1(m*)=Y2(m*)=. . .=
Yn(m*)=Y(m*).

Proof. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that yi*pyi+1* or pi*ppi+1* for some iaN. Then

agent i can choose a smaller gibgi* in (0; 1] so that his consumption becomes larger and he

would be better off by monotonicity of preferences. Hence, no choice of gi could

constitute part of a social equilibrium strategy when yi*pyi+1* or pi*ppi+1* . Thus, we must

have p1*=p2*=. . .=pn* and y1*=y2*=. . .=yn* for all iaN at social equilibrium. Therefore,

p
1
*=p2*=. . .=pn*, and y1*=y2*=. . .=yn*. Consequently, we have p1(m*)=p2(m*)=. . .
=pn(m*)wp(m*), and Y1(m*)=Y2(m*)=. . .=Yn(m*)wY(m*). 5

Lemma 4. Suppose X m*ð ÞaR
nL
þþ for some m*aG(m*) and there is xiaR

L
þþ for some

iaN such that p(m*)d xiQri(vi*, p(m*), Y(m*)) and xiPiXi(m*). Then there is some

miaGi(mi, m�i
* ) such that Xi(mi, m�i

* )PiXi(m*).

Proof. Since X m*ð ÞN0;Xi m*ð Þb
P

jaN v j*þ
PJ

j¼1 Yj m*ð Þ. Let xki=kxi+(1�k)Xi(m*).

Then, by convexity of preferences, we have xkiPiXi(m*) for any 0bkb1. Also

xkiaR
L
þþ; p m*ð Þd xkiQri v i*; p m*ð Þ; Y m*ð Þð Þ, and xkib

Pn
k¼1 vk*þ

PJ
j¼1 Yj m*ð Þ when k is

sufficiently close to 0. Then xkiaBi(mi, m�i* ). Now suppose agent i chooses zi=xki, ciNci*,
and keeps other components of the message unchanged, then miaGi(mi, m�i* ) and xi(mi,

m�i* )=zi=xki. Thus, we have xi(mi, m�i* )PiXi(m*). Therefore, by Lemma 1, agent i can

choose a very large ci such that Xi(mi, m�i* )PiXi(m*). 5

Lemma 5. If m* is a social equilibrium, then vi*=wi for all iaN.

Proof. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that vipwi for some iaN . Then

p(m*)d Xi(m*)Qri(vi, p(m*), Y(m*))bri(wi, p(m*), Y(m*)), and thus there is some

xiNXi(m*) such that p(m*)d xiQri(wi, p(m*), Y(m*)) and xiPiXi(m*). Since X m*ð ÞaR
nL
þþ

by Lemma 2, there is some miaGi(mi, m�i* ) such that Xi(mi, m�i* )PiXi(m*) by Lemma 4.

This contradicts (X(m*), Y(m*))aSEAM,h(e). 5

Lemma 6. If (X(m*), Y(m*))aSEAM,h(e), then p(m*)d Xi(m*)=ri(wi, p(m*), Y(m*)).

Consequently, the feasibility condition must hold with equality, i.e., X̂(m*)=ŵ+Ŷ (m*).

Proof. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that p(m*)d Xi(m*)bri(wi, p(m*), Y(m*)). Then,

there is xiNXi(m*) such that p(m*)d xiQri(wi, p(m*), Y(m*)) and xiPiXi(m*) by

monotonicity of preferences. Since X m*ð ÞaR
nL
þþ by Lemma 2, there is some miaGi(mi,

m�i* ) such that Xi(mi , m�i* )PiXi(m*) by Lemma 4. This contradicts (X(m*),
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Y(m*))aNM,h(e). Consequently, the feasibility condition must hold with equality.

Otherwise, there exists iaN such that p(m*)d Xi(m*)bri(wi, p(m*), Y(m*)). 5

Lemma 7. If (X(m*), Y (m*))aSEAM,h(e), then c̄(m*)ci*=1 for all iaN and thus

X(m*)=x(m*).

Proof. This is a direct corollary of Lemma 6. Suppose c̄ (m*)ci*b1 for some iaN. Then

Xi(m*)=c̄(m*)ci*xi(m*)bxi(m*), and therefore p(m*)d Xi(m*)bri(wi, p(m*), Y(m*)); but

this is impossible by Lemma 6. 5

Lemma 8. The generalized mechanism satisfies the forthrightness property, i.e., for

every social equilibrium m*, Y(m*)=yi*, p(m*)=pi*, v*=wi, and Xi(m*)=zi* for all iaN.

Proof. This is a consequence of Lemmas 3, 5, and 7. By Lemma 3, Y(m*)=yi*, p(m*)=pi*,

and thus xi(m*)=zi* for all iaN. By Lemmas 5, vi*=wi. By Lemma 7, X(m*)=x(m*). Thus,

we have Xi(m*)=zi* for all iaN. 5

Proposition 1. If the mechanism defined above has a social equilibrium m*, then the

social equilibrium allocation (X(m*), Y(m*)) is a pricing allocation with price vector

p(m*), i.e., SEAM,h(e)pPR(e).

Proof. Let m* be a social equilibrium. We need to prove that (X(m*), (m*)) is a pricing

equilibrium allocation with p(m*) as a price vector. Note that, by construction, the

mechanism is feasible, and the budget constraint holds with equality by Lemma 6. So we

only need to show that each individual is maximizing his/her preferences subject to his/her

budget constraint.

Suppose, by way of contradiction, that there is some xiaR
L
þ such that xiPiXi(m*) and

p(m*)d xiQri(wi, p(m*), Y(m*)). Since X m*ð ÞaR
nL
þþ by Lemma 2, there is some

miaGi(mi, m�i* ) such that Xi(mi, m�i* )PiXi(m*) by Lemma 4. This contradicts (X(m*),

Y(m*))aSEAM,h(e). Thus, (X(m*), Y(m*)) is a pricing equilibrium allocation.

Proposition 2. If (x*, y*) is a pricing allocation with p*aD+
L�1 as the price vector, then

there is a social equilibrium m* such that Y(m*)=y*, p(m*)=p*, and Xi(m*)=xi* for iaN,

i.e., PR(e)pSEAM,h(e).

Proof. We first note that x*aR
L
þþ by interiority of preferences. Also, by the strict

monotonicity of preference orderings, the normalized price vector p* must be in D++
L�1.

We need to show that there is a message m* such that (x*, y*) is a social equilibrium

allocation. For each iaN, define mi*=(v*, pi*, yi1* ,. . ., yiJ* , zi*, ci1* , gi*) by vi*=wi, pi*=p*,

( yi1* ,. . ., yiJ* )=( y1*, y2*,. . ., yj*), zi*=xi*, ci*=1, and gi*=1. Then, it can be easily verified that

Y(m*)=y*, pi(m*)=p*, and Xi(m*)=xi* for all iaN. Since p(mi, m�i* )=pi(m*) and Yi(mi,

m�i* )=Yi(m*)=Y(m*) for all miaGi(mi, m�i* ), then we have

p m4ð ÞXiðmi;m�i4 ÞQriðwi; pðmi;m�14 Þ; Yiðmi;m�14 ÞÞ ¼ ri wi; p m4ð Þ; Y m4ð Þð Þ ð15Þ

for all miaGi(mi, m�i* ). Thus, Xi(mi, m�i* ) satisfies the budget constraint for all

miaGi(mi, m�i* ). Thus, we must have Xi(m*)RiXi(mi, m�i* ), or it contradicts the fact that

(X(m*), Y(m*)) is a pricing allocation. So (X(m*), Y(m*)) must be a social equilibrium

allocation. 5
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Proposition 3. Suppose the set of pricing equilibrium allocation is a subset of Pareto

efficient allocations. Then, every social equilibrium m* of the mechanism defined above is

a strong social equilibrium, that is, SEAM,h(e)pSSEAM,h(e).

Proof. Let m* be a social equilibrium. By Proposition 1, we know that (X(m*), Y(m*)) is a

pricing allocation with p(m*) as the price vector. Then (X(m*), Y(m*)) is Pareto optimal

and thus the coalition N cannot be improved upon by any maM. Now for any coalition C

with tpSpN, choose iaC such that i+1gC. Then no strategy played by C can change

p(m) and Y(m) since they are determined by mi+1. Furthermore, because (X(m*),

Y(m*))aP(e) and

pðm4Þd Xi mC;m�C4 ÞQriðwi; p m4ð Þ; Y ðmC;m�C4 ÞÞ ¼ riðwi; p m4ð Þ; Y m4ð Þð Þ; ð16Þ

Xi(m*) is the maximal consumption in the budget set of i, and thus S cannot improve upon

(X(m*), Y(m*)). 5

By Propositions 1 and Proposition 2, we know that SEAM,h(e)=PR(e), which means the

mechanism implements price equilibrium allocation in social equilibrium. Further-

more, since every strong social equilibrium is clearly a social equilibrium, by

combining Propositions 1 Propositions 2 Propositions 3, we know that SSEAM,h(e)=

SEAM,h(e)=PR(e) for all eaE and thus the proof of Theorem 1 is completed. 5
4. Concluding remarks

In this paper, we have considered the incentive aspect of the pricing equilibrium solution

for general production economies which allow for non-convexity of production sets. We

presented a simple generalized mechanism which implements pricing equilibrium

allocations when preferences and endowments are unknown to the designer. When a

pricing rule results in Pareto efficient allocations, this generalized mechanism, in fact,

doubly implements price equilibrium allocation in social and strong social equilibria. The

double implementation covers the case where agents in some coalitions may cooperate and

in other coalitions may not, when such information is unknown to the designer. This

combining solution concept, which characterizes agents’ strategic behavior, may bring about

a state which takes advantage of both the social equilibrium and the strong social

equilibrium, so that it may be easy to reach and hard to leave. The mechanism constructed in

the paper is well-behaved in the sense that it is feasible, continuous, and forthright. In

addition, unlikemost mechanisms proposed in literature, it gives a unified mechanismwhich

is irrespective of the number of agents.

We end the paper by mentioning a limitation of the paper. We only consider the

incentive mechanism design by assuming that production technologies are known to the

designer so that we are able to construct the mechanism with a finite-dimensional message

space. How to design an incentive compatible mechanism that implements a pricing rule

when production sets are non-convex and unknown to the designer is a hard and unsolved

problem.
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